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Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity officially kicked off its 175th Anniversary celebration at
Elevate - International Leadership Conference in Phoenix, Arizona on July 13, 2019.
The celebration is in commemoration of the history, traditions and triumphs of
the Old Gal since its founding in 1845 and will run through our 175th
Founders Day on December 6, 2020.
This is meant be a period of rediscovery, reconnection and reminiscence. It is a
time to celebrate what Alpha Sigma Phi was, is and will be. In front of us is an
opportunity to remember those who got us this far and to get excited about
the future of the Old Gal; a future of reimagined opportunities for
generations of Alpha Sigs to come.
For more information on the 175th Anniversary celebration of
Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity, please visit alphasigmaphi.org/175th.
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MESSAGE
from the Grand Senior President
The Once and Future Alpha Sigma Phi
Dear Brothers and Friends –
This summer has marked two major events for Alpha Sigma Phi; the announcement
of our most important capital campaign, and the beginning of our year-long
celebration of 175 years of Brotherhood which will be capped at Grand Chapter
2020 in Hartford, Connecticut.
Either event is substantial. The simultaneous occurrence of both is nothing short of
monumental.
Celebrating 175 years certainly recalls our founding, expansion, decline, rebirth,
stagnation, rejuvenation and current nonpareil growth. But 175 years represents
something deeper, richer. It represents the care and trust that has been placed in
our hands; a trust that we will place in others to come.
With the same audacity of the American experiment not yet 70 years old, our earliest members joined
together believing that college men needed to be bound in common purpose and for mutual benefit; bound
to something greater than themselves. Bound with a belief that this thing called Brotherhood needs to be
shared and then enriched by others.
That audacious spirit continues today and presently, we enjoy the envious position of being the fastest
growing college fraternity adding more than 100 chapters during the past decade. Plus, we are setting
records for alumni involvement and for attendance at our leadership programs, with more than 2,000
undergraduates participating this year alone.
That growth is, in part, why our capital campaign is so important. Through our financial gifts we can help
ensure the perpetuation of Alpha Sigma Phi and support the life-enriching programs so critically needed
by our members. We reach men of integrity. We teach ethical leadership. We shape not only the futures of
Canada and the United States, but that of the numerous countries our members call home.
As Alpha Sigma Phi settles into our position as a top-10 fraternity, the opportunities we have to create even
better experiences for all Brothers – undergraduate and alumni – are limited only by our imaginations and
resources.
You and I will be called on to step up. We will be called on to continue building this fantastic fraternity. We
will be called on to trust our future leaders and impassioned volunteers.
Working together, Alpha Sigma Phi will succeed for another 175 years.

In Phi,
Jeffrey Hoffman, MAL ’76

Grand Senior President

ALUMNI
FEATURE

by David Reitan, Ohio Wesleyan '11
Jon Kefaloukos has been a man of
action from the beginning. Following
in his older brother’s footsteps, who
joined the Fraternity in 2004, Jon
became a member of the Old Gal in
2010 as a Freshman at the Delta Chi
Chapter. While studying at Elmhurst
College, Brother Kefaloukos held
multiple positions within the Chapter
(alumni director, recruitment director,
philanthropy director and president),
played varsity lacrosse and managed
one of the earliest and most popular
video game streaming sites. To put it
lightly, he kept busy.

Jon
Kefaloukos

Now, almost five years out of
college, Jon doesn’t seem to be
stopping. He currently balances a
role in Enterprise Software Sales
with Microsoft along with commentating for the Esports industry, traveling to a variety of events,
conventions and tournaments. As a former professional video gamer, Jon loves that he’s able to
merge his passion for technology with human connection. We caught up with him as he was getting
ready to fly to Australia for a tournament.
What is your current role and
what got you interested in the
gaming industry?
I used to be a professional
Xbox player and was one of the
first people to utilize Twitch (a
video game streaming software)
where I provided commentary
on gameplay. I made my living
by playing and streaming early
in college, but had to stop to
focus on my school work and the
Fraternity. Now, I’m based out
of Chicago where I do executive
sales for Microsoft. It’s nice that I
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still get to be involved in Esports as a passion
project on the side.
Sounds like your job is pretty interesting;
definitely not one that comes to mind as a
“traditional” job. What do you enjoy about it?
It’s a lot of fun! I get to be involved in tech
and have lots of engaging, transformative
conversations with senior-level executives.
As far as the commentary goes, I get to travel
all around, talk about video games and meet
new people. What’s not to love?
How has Alpha Sig prepared you for your
current work?
Alpha Sig taught me to sink or swim. I was
balancing so much in college: school, lacrosse,
streaming, the Fraternity. I really had to learn how
to multitask and manage projects. As president
of an organization, you’re having to manage a
whole team towards meeting a specific goal,
which is exactly the kind of thing I’ve been doing
at Microsoft.
Plus, there’s the sales side of things. As
a recruitment director, and definitely as a
president, growing the Fraternity was my
number one priority. I bring that same mentality
to my job at Microsoft, but with an emphasis
on value. Just like with Alpha Sig, I’m not just
selling you a product, I’m selling you a set of
values, trying to get the other parties to see the
worth in what my team has to offer.
Why do you think it’s important for college
men to have the opportunity to
join Alpha Sig?
While the social aspect of fraternity life is
great, it’s important for young men to live a
values-based life. Living that way allows you to
understand the “why” behind your actions and
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that’s very important.
Additionally, the Fraternity provides you with
opportunity to build the practical skills you’ll
need after college. Take it from me, Alpha
Sig’s Burns Institute is hands down the best
leadership development program; I’m very glad
I took advantage of it.
Do you have any other advice for Alpha
Sigs looking to follow in your path?
Working in technology is a fantastic way to
expand your horizons. If you have a passion
for technology, be it in IT, marketing, sales or
anything, go for it! And with gaming, it’s just
as accessible. Anyone with a camera and a
laptop can start a YouTube channel and start
making their own content. It’s absolutely full
of possibility.
Jon, it’s been excellent talking with you.
Anything else you’d like to add?
Truthfully, joining Alpha Sig really gave me the
leadership and social skills to succeed after
college. I’m indebted to the Fraternity and my
mentors within it.
For any brothers with a passion for gaming
or technology, I'd be happy to answer any
questions if I can. Feel free to contact me on
Twitter @Falloutt or Instagram @jonkefo.

The
Evolution
of CLVEN
by T.J. Brennan, Seton Hall ’11

The cause may have not been hidden, but
the results are surely well known. Aptly
named for our open motto, causa latet
vis est notissima, CLVEN National House
Corporation has been an important aspect
of the growth Alpha Sigma Phi has seen in
recent years.
This rapid and sustained growth has
defined Alpha Sigma Phi since the 2020
Strategic Plan was launched earlier this
decade. This is evidenced in the increased
number of Chapters and Provisional
Chapters throughout the country, but this
expansion is perhaps best illustrated by the
increased presence of Fraternity Housing on
campuses nationwide thanks to the growth

and fine tuning of CLVEN.
Scott Rarick, Capital ’10, Director of
Housing until April 2019, and Alpha Sigma
Phi staff member since 2015, has been able
to see the growth of CLVEN firsthand.
“I believe during my time with CLVEN, I’m
most proud of our ability to make it into a
more profitable entity so we can reinvest
those dollars into our chapters.” Brother
Rarick said. “We have been able to setup
some future endeavors that we believe will be
an immediate benefit to our men.”
Along with growth and member
development, undergraduate living

The Chapter House at Gamma (Massachusettes).
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The Chapter House at Iota Xi (Missouri State).

environments was a top priority for the Old
Gal when setting a vision for 2020. The two
specifics, for CLVEN, as outlined in the Strategic
Plan, was to “Empower CLVEN to provide
undergraduate members and alumni advisors
with information and resources to develop
living environments that are safe, healthy and
promote student engagement and learning”
and “significantly increase non-dues revenue
to better support chapter housing on campus
wherever possible.”
CLVEN began with nearly nothing, but will
enter the 2019-20 academic year with 34
properties, with quite a few more in the works.
This growth has been possible thanks to
the contributions of our donors, who have
provided CLVEN with extra funds necessary,
as well as the ability for Fraternity Staff to
learn from their experiences.
“I believe since my time on staff, we have
worked ‘smarter’ to achieve our goals and
have worked to refine what those goals and
expectations look like. Experience and time are
great instructors and we have had some time
under our belt to learn from our successes and
challenges and refine along the way,” Brother
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Rarick said. “The best way for us to navigate
this is time and planning. We have a decent
grasp of where the needs are and when they will
come (after all a roof doesn’t last forever).”
This portfolio of properties has been a long
time coming for CLVEN National House
Corporation, which started as CLVEN, LLC,
a subsidiary of Alpha Sigma Phi Fraternity.
CLVEN was created in 2010 to provide
resources, guidance and, in some cases,
funding to existing groups to improve their
current facility or to secure new housing.
In 2017, CLVEN National House Corporation
was created as a standalone entity from the
Fraternity to be able to be fully dedicated to
providing support to the growing need of the
Chapters. CLVEN National House Corporation
replaced CLVEN LLC.
While increased housing has been an
important area of concern for Fraternity
Leadership, CLVEN is not Alpha Sigma Phi’s
first rodeo into a housing corporation. A legal
entity named ASP Corporation existed from
May of 1959 until June of 1993. This was
similar to the first incarnation of CLVEN, LLC.

The Chapter House at Beta Zeta (NC State).

Now, CLVEN National House Corporation is able to focus on more than just securing a lease
or a house for the undergraduates. They can now focus on creating and fostering a livable and
secure environment in which the undergraduates can live. CLVEN strives to excel in these three
categories: safety, attractiveness and brotherhood.
“Safety is always our priority,” reads the “Safe & Sound” of the “Reason For Being” section
about CLVEN. “We strive to make our homes places where members feel safe and secure.
Each CLVEN home is structurally sound, maintained, clean and comfortable.”
CLVEN has demonstrated this commitment to the safety and well-being of undergraduate
men by hiring three live-in housing directors for our chapters at Michigan, Illinois State and
Miami (OH). These directors ensure men are maintaining livable conditions and help guide
undergraduates.

The Chapter House at Alpha Theta (Missouri).
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The Chapter House at Eta Kappa (North Carolina).

“Our homes represent the best of the Alpha
Sigma Phi brand and are points of pride for
our members,” the section continues. “CLVEN
homes allow chapters to show off the best
versions of themselves to friends, family, alumni,
potential members and the campus community.”

CLVEN helps with the property in conjunction
with a landlord, or college or university. Affiliated
groups are ones where CLVEN has a strong
partnership with a college or university to
secure dedicated spaces on campuses such as
a floor in a residence hall.

This has been shown by an increased bump in
recruitment numbers in groups that were able
to secure leases for the upcoming year.

“I believe CLVEN will continue its focus on
supporting our chapter’s housing needs and we
will continue to add properties to the portfolio,”
Rarick said. “I think we are at a point where
we are refocusing our efforts on the “resident
experience” in our facilities since we have a
few months of management at most properties
under our belts.”

“Brotherhood is on display and fostered inside
a CLVEN home,” the final point reads. “It’s a
space where brothers encourage each other to
do their best academically, come together to
share a meal and serves as a central gathering
place for members past and present.”
As for what’s next for CLVEN, it is to acquire
more properties so that undergraduate groups
can have a housing solution on campus. CLVEN
currently works with groups in three categories.
A property is considered owned when CLVEN
itself owns the land and building and manages
the facility itself. A group is managed when
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While the Fraternity continues to gain
knowledge from managing and owning
properties, Chief Housing Officer Steve
Latour, Central Michigan ’04 has big plans.
There are a fair amount of properties
currently being considered, prospected
and some in negotiations. While CLVEN
may have seen such rapid growth the last
few years, there is the feeling that it is just
getting started. n

175th Year
Anniversary
Celebration
by Ryan Bakita, Miami-OH ’06

Quartoseptcentennial is a long word –
and by definition, a very long time. It is
the term used for a 175 year anniversary,
which our organization is on the cusp of
celebrating. To know that in a country less
than 250 years old, Alpha Sigma Phi has
been building a better organization that
builds better men for 175 of those years is
truly amazing. We all know the history: the
Founding, a Civil War, the Delta Revival,
The Second Founding, two World Wars
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Alumni and guests attend the Fraternity’s
National Conference in 1960.

and the Third Founding. Through it
all, the ‘Old Gal’ has persisted and
given true meaning to our symbol, the
Phoenix, as again and again Alpha Sig
has risen from the ashes.
Elevate - International Leadership
Conference took place in Phoenix,
Arizona on July 11-14, 2019 and served
as the official kick off to the 175th
Anniversary. There will be numerous
updates and events all across the
country as we march towards Grand Chapter 2020 and ultimately December 6, 2020.
These updates and events are not solely geared towards the 175th Anniversary,
but also towards highlighting, remembering and celebrating the some 86,000+ total
initiates within the Mystic Circle between our 243 chapters (176 are currently active
chapters or provisional chapters).
The re-chartering ceremony of the Beta Rho Chapter at the University of Toledo in April 2006.
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The official ribbon cutting of Alpha Sigma Phi’s Ralph F. Burns Headquarters Building in 2002.

Over the coming months, a myriad of information highlighting the accomplishments
of our chapters and members will be shared, and chapters and provisional chapters
across the United States and Canada will be hosting events on their campus
celebrating this milestone. From Values Exemplifications to Road Tours, a team of
dedicated alumni volunteers has come together to provide the membership of Alpha
Sigma Phi with the ultimate agenda of experiences and information leading up to the
celebration of 175 years as a society that has had innumerous positive impacts on
campuses all across this continent.
This anniversary comes at an incredible time for our organization; never before have
there been this many active chapters or provisional chapters on campuses in the United
States and Canada. Year-after-year, Alpha Sig breaks records with its recruitment of
new members. And it’s not just about landing on campuses that we have never been
on before – the conscious effort of Headquarters Staff and passionate alumni to re-start
dormant groups over the past decade has proven an extremely effective way to grow the
‘Old Gal’ onto new campuses within those same regions. Since 2009, the organization
has grown from 60 active chapters and provisional chapters to the aforementioned 176
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Alumni sharing stories with undergraduate members at a Fraternity event.

that are active today. Such growth is a testament to the work of our staff at Headquarters,
as well as the drive and dedication of our undergraduate members and alumni volunteers.
Starting with Elevate and all the way until Founders Day 2020, all Alpha Sigs should plan
to celebrate this amazing accomplishment in a variety of ways; whether it be with brothers
in the local area, back on campus with the undergraduate chapter or at regional events
hosted by Fraternity Headquarters. As the 10th Oldest Fraternity in the nation, few have
been able to accomplish this feat. Undergraduates and alumni alike are encouraged to

The alumni of Gamma Gamma (Connecticut) gather in 2010.
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Alpha Sigma Phi’s Grand Council circa 1956.

stay in-tune with the updates provided by the 175th Committee, Headquarters and chapters so
that all are able to partake in the celebration. When Alpha Sig turned 100 years old, our country
was just coming out of WWII. Barely able to sustain itself, a merger with Alpha Kappa Pi was
drawn up, which allowed the ‘Old Gal’ to grow enough to survive through the middle of the 20th
century. The Organization endured the turbulent times of the 1960s, ‘70s and ‘80s – aided by a
Third Founding Campaign in 1984 – and as the calendar turned to the 1990s it became time to
prepare for the 150th Anniversary of Alpha Sigma Phi.
Many of you reading this may remember that event. It was held in Charleston, South Carolina
the summer of our organization’s Sesquicentennial, and joining the celebration were members of
the Louis Manigault family. Much like the 150th anniversary of our fraternity, the 175th will be a
grand event and will focus on the vision of our founders and their efforts to start a new society at
Yale that aimed to Better the Man. Starting this month and for the next year-and-a-half be sure
to stay tuned in for updates from the 175th Committee as we continue to showcase not only
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The undergraduate men of Eta (Illinois) circa 1960s.

how far we have come as a fraternity, but the current state of affairs and the bright future
that lays ahead of us. All of it leading up to the official celebration at Grand Chapter 2020 in
Hartford, Connecticut. An event such as this calls for the attention and participation of its
membership, and it is the hope of all of those currently involved in the planning of the 175th
Anniversary of Alpha Sigma Phi that
you, the reader, are able to once again
join your brothers in the Mystic Circle
as we celebrate this rare achievement
and continue to make Alpha Sigma Phi
an even more prominent and impactful
organization than she is today. For as
our motto states: Causa Latet, Vis Est
Notissima. n
Ralph Burns, Ohio Wesleyan ’32, Omega
’93, shares a moment with his beloved
Ann at his 80th birthday celebration.
14

The chartering ceremony
of Gamma Lambda
(Barton) in 1958.

The undergraduate men
of Theta (Michigan) circa
1980s.

The chartering ceremony
of Delta Iota (Longwood)
in 1980.
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Alumni brothers convene at the Ralph F. Burns Fraternity Headquarters Building circa 2000s.

Brothers from the Phi Chapter at Iowa State University who served in World War II.
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Intramural softball champions circa 1960s. Chapter unknown.

Undergraduate members from Iota (Cornell) circa 1990s.
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Alpha Sigma Phi has been a growing fraternity over the past decade. No
other Fraternity in the world has added more chapters since 2009 than Alpha
Sigma Phi. This growth has brought new optimism and a rejuvenated outlook
to the Fraternity, but also has presented its fair share of challenges.
To put in perspective, a total of 127 undergraduate men attended the
January Leadership Program and Grand Chapter in 2008. Ten years later,
more than 2,000 undergraduate men attended the January Leadership
Program and Grand Chapter.
One of our biggest challenges we face as an organization is continuing to
provide our men and our chapters the resources necessary to sustain the
impact of one of the most successful decades in Alpha Sigma Phi’s long
and storied history. In an effort to do just that, Alpha Sigma Phi is excited
to publicly launch The Campaign To Better the Man.

A
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RICK DEALE

DAN WARD

SALISBURY ’99

FRESNO STATE ’10

“I think now more than ever, we
need organizations on college

“It’s my opportunity to

campuses that are going to

perpetuate the opportunity for

support men in a positive way.

our undergraduates to come

in both a positive way and a
supportive way that will not
only benefit our undergraduate
men, but will benefit the people
around them as well.”

to programs like the Burns

ALUMNUS

ALUMNUS

Alpha Sigma Phi does that

BRENDEN NOBLITT

Institute. To be able to share my
time and treasure, as limited as
it may be for now, is a great way
for me to support the fraternity

EJ SMITH

OKLAHOMA STATE ’18

that has given me so much.”

CHICO STATE ’18

“I came into my educational

“My favorite moments are

program experience expecting to

talking about recruitment with

leader. Those expectations were

recruitment is a category our

met at the Burns Institute. I want

chapter can struggle with
at times, and it’s at these
leadership events that we really
get some good ideas that we
can impliment back on campus.”
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UNDERGRAD

learn more about being a better

chapter members. I think

UNDERGRAD

experience facilitators and other

to thank the generous donors
who made this experience
possible for myself and my
chapter. We can’t wait to take
what we learned home with us.”

$21,370

$16,460

2 0 08
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The average tuition plus room and board cost
for a public four-year institution in 2008 was
$16,460, according to College Board.
The same average cost in 2018 rose to
$21, 370, a 30-percent increase in just ten
years. In the launch of The Campaign To
Better the Man, Alpha Sigma Phi is
acknowledging the hardships a majority
of college men face - and will only continue
to face - if they are to pay tuition, room-andboard, univesity-imposed fees on Greeks and
dues to join a fraternity.

Alpha Sigma Phi believes access to the fraternity
experience should be attainable by every
qualified student who wants to become a better
man and who wants to build a better world.
Once the experience is attainable, it’s also our
responsibility to ensure that experience is of
value. Alpha Sigma Phi prides itself on being
industry leaders in multiple facets of the
Fraternity world. We already offer a robust
programming experience designed to harness
and enhance both chapter-based and

MASON KELLNER

JASON NOLEN-DOERR

UW-WHITEWATER ’14

MURRAY STATE ’06

“I’ve come to a point in my life
sure I’m helping provide a top-ti-

my time and treasure. I’ve had

er experience for our undergrad-

all these fantastic experiences,

uates.. These programs helped

because alumni before me gave
to make it possible for me to
attend programs. I want to make
sure I’m that person for an
undergraduate down the road.”

ALUMNUS

“As an alumnus, I want to make

ALUMNUS

where I’ve become privilaged
to have the opportunity to give

DOC PUSHPARAJAN

our conferences, touching on

better, both from my chapter

professional attributes. The silmultaneous
acquisition of these skills pave the path to
success for our undergraduate chapters and
their members once they enter the workforce.
Alpha Sigma Phi surveyed undergraduate
men who attended the Burns Institute
this past January. The Burns Institute is
designed to introduce new members of the
Fraternity to the aspect of lifelong brotherhood
and to cultivate ideas on how to improve
chapter performance once they enter into

UNDERGRAD

UNDERGRAD

for our alumni donors.”

the same for future brothers.”

all the amazing speakers at

really get to know my brothers

have been possible if it weren’t

myself makes me want to do

“Just being able to hear from

given me the opportunity to

of ideas that I don’t think would

The Fraternity’s investment in

OKLAHOMA STATE ’18

“Our leadership programs have

world. We’ve come up with a lot

my entire college experience.

LUKE STEVENSON

NORTHERN ILLINOIS ’18

and other brothers around the

me gain a better knowledge of

everything from brotherhood to
accountability has been great.
It’s helped our chapter to be
able to get really solid advice
from people who’ve experienced
so much on a national level.”

leadership roles. Nine out of ten brothers
surveyed said the program proved beneficial
to them as new members of the Fraternity.
“My chapter now has a plan that we will
put to action regarding accountability
and communication,” one brother said.
“It was nice to have everyone’s voice heard.”
The Burns Institute is just one of the programs
the Fraternity offers its members. The 25th
Elevate - International Leadership Conference
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recently took place in Phoenix, Arizona, where
more than 750 undergraduates and alumni
members congregated to kick off the 175th
Anniversary celebration of Alpha Sigma Phi.
Later this fall, our chapters will participate in
training on how to keep brothers and guests
safer in the award-winning Responsible Sig
Program and GreekLifeEDU. Then, alongside
the Burns Institute will be the Growth Summit,
President’s Academy and Advisor’s Institute in
January 2020. And to close out the upcoming
academic year will be the 57th Grand Chapter
in Hartford, Connecticut.
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Each one of these programs offer diverse, yet
equally impactful experiences to the young
men and volunteers of Alpha Sigma Phi. With
a growing brotherhood, it is only natural to
have increased attendance each year, allowing
more brothers to become more engaged within
the Old Gal. But to allow more men to attend
our
22 programs at an affordable cost, a hurdle

must be acknowledge - and overcome.
In 2018, it cost 1,906 program attendees a
combined $238,050 to attend Alpha Sigma
Phi’s educational events. The true cost of
those events, however, was $943,184. The
difference between the undergraduate cost
to attend the events and the true cost for the
Fraternity to run the events was a whopping
$705,134.
Individually, the true cost per attendee in
2018 was $495.85. Fifty-six percent of
undergraduates attended at $225 per
person, while 44% attended at no cost.
Simply put, the Fraternity is only able to
subsidize a fraction of the true cost of a
brother to experience these events. Providing
more brothers with greater opportunities
remains priority for this campaign. Those
opportunities can be made possible in a

C

D

number of capacities. Our Campaign Priorities revolve around the
multiple funds that, when sufficiently funded, allow our members
advantages they would only be given as a brother of Alpha Sigma Phi
Fraternity. While each fund is unique, together, they enrich the
experience of the undergraduate and enhance the skills they will
use well after their time as an undergraduate member of the Old Gal.

CAMPAIGN
PRIORITIES

CHAPTER ENDOWMENTS

A permanent reserve used exclusively for and by each
individual chapter of Alpha Sigma Phi.

GEOFF M C DONALD
HARTWICK ’05

ALUMNUS

“A well-funded chapter endowment is paramount to
chapter and member success. By contributing to an
endowment, donors can support their chapter in a
meaningful and measurable way, all while reaping
the benefits of a qualified charitable contribution.
Chapter endowments provide members with access
to Alpha Sigma Phi’s leading educational programs
and chapter development resources. A gift to our
chapter endowments are an investment in our
chapter, our members and our future.”

TO P 5 LA R G E S T CH AP T E R E ND OWM E NT F U ND S

as of July 2018 (2019 not reported at time of publishing)

IOWA STATE

BOWL ING GRE E N

HARTWICK

IL L INOIS

INDIANA

$264,147

$85,645

$66,125

$63,734

$61,748

FUND FOR ALPHA SIGMA PHI
C
$705,134

$943,184

Supports the Fraternity in achieving its vision, mission and purpose by providing
financial resources for leadership programs, scholarships and other educational
expenses.

ED LEEDOM

BOWLING GREEN ’86

$238,050
ALUMNUS

D

56%

@ $225

$4 95 . 85

44%

@ NO COST

“The Fund for Alpha Sigma Phi is critically important
to our undergraduate brothers. The Fund provides
leadership development and personal enrichment
programs at a national level that they cannot get in
the classroom. Additionally, the Fund supplements
the efforts of local alumni to make Alpha Sigs more
productive members of society post-graduation.”
OVER LAST 20 YEARS
TOTAL $$ RAISED BY FOUNDATION

$16,858,965

FROM ESTATE GIFTS

$4,120,138

CAMPUSES

177

GRANTED TO FRATERNITY

$10,389,925

SUPPORT

SUPPORTING TODAY’S ALPHA SIGMA PHI
UNDERGRADS

9,000+

VOLUNTEERS

1,500+
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CAMPAIGN PRIORITIES

CONTINUED...

LEADERSHIP FUNDS SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

Scholarships for qualified undergraduates to
attend Fraternity leadership and educational
programs.

DAN BRAUN

“The current Kutz Scholarship Endowment Fund provided
expendable funds in 2018 which exceeded the cost of
identification and presentation of the 2018 Victor Scott
Trophy, and the foundation has wide discretion in use of
the remaining expendable funds in recognizing runners
up, in granting an academic financial award to the chapter
(as in 2018) or providing material or instruction to improve
chapters scholarship programs. It is my hope and
motivation in creating this fund to recognize excellence
in a chapter’s scholarship program and motivate all
chapters to carry out practices and programs to
improve their members’ academic success.”

JOHN CHANEY

“When I saw a sholarship being passed out at Elevate
one year, I got the idea of creating a scholarship in
the memory of Carl B. Huber to be given to a pre-med
major. He was a quiet, very intelligent and humble man
who served as President of The American College of
Obstetricians. Four years ago, the first scholarship was
presented and two more have since followed. The young
gentlemen who received these scholarships were very
fortunate and have used them to further their educations.
This has been very exciting for me to see.”

BOB KUTZ

UC BERKELEY ’67

TOLEDO ’58

ALUMNUS

TOM BROWN
INDIANA ’75

ALUMNUS

“Leadership training is
a key component of the
Alpha Sig experience.
Leadership Funds provide
opportunities for more
brothers to attend our
leadership programs and
are extremely valuable to
our future success as an
organization.”

ALUMNUS

ALUMNUS

“Giving to the Varner
JEFF HOFFMAN
Leadership Fund honors MEMBER-AT-LARGE ’76
the man who introduced
me to Alpha Sigma
Phi and continues his
legacy of providing
opportunities for personal
development. Our
programs are
critically needed
because we are now one
of the few sources of
leadership training and experiences available
to undergraduate men. If not us, then who
will help young men stand for integrity and
ethical behavior?”

Scholarships awarded to members who excel academically given
on academic achievement or needs-based.

INDIANA ’67

ALUMNUS

“Byron Nugen was not a scholar as most would
understand the word, but made the most out of his
education and fraternity experiences and opportunities.
Through the Byron Nugen Fund, I want to encourage others to honor their new member class or a mentor and their
lifelong fraternity commitment and opportunity. I’d encourage our donors to take the opportunity to give a small
portion of their Founder’s Day gift to this fund,
as well as their Chapter Endowment fund.”

WAYS TO SUPPORT FUTURE GENERATIONS OF ALPHA SIGS
CASH GIFT

LEGACY GIFT

APPRECIATED SECURITIES

Your tax-deductible gift can be made

Become a member of the Manigault

These can be easily transferred

Many companies offer matching

Giving Society. This distinction is the

electronically, or through documents

programs to double the charitable

highest held within Alpha Sigma Phi,

filed with your broker, to the

as a one-time gift, a pledge or a
recurring gift. Checks can be made
out and sent to Alpha Sigma Phi at 710
Adams Street, Carmel, IN 46032.

because leaving a gift to the Fraternity
at the time of your passing provides
for future generations of Alpha Sigs
in a most impactful way.

Alpha Sigma Phi Foundation.
The donor may avoid capital gains
tax while receiving an income tax
deduction based on the security’s
market value.

MATCHING GIFTS

gifts of their employees. In most
cases, all you or your spouse needs
to do is talk to the Human Resources
Department and request a matching
gift form. Complete the form and
send it along with your gift to the
Foundation.

The Alpha Sigma Phi Foundation, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit educational foundation, serves as the only charitable arm
of Alpha Sigma Phi entitling donors to a full tax deduction within the limits set by the Internal Revenue Code.
24The Foundation was established in 1945 on the centennial anniversary of Alpha Sigma Phi’s founding at Yale.
24
To learn more about these options, call Alpha Sigma Phi at 317.843.1911 or email Matt Humberger at mhumberger@alphasigmaphi.org.

The investment in
our undergraduate
men is needed now
more than ever
before. As we
approach the 175th

Sigma Phi, the
following brothers
and friends have
pledged their
support to Alpha
Sigma Phi. Their
support will allow
the Fraternity to
continue building
better men well
into the future. In
recognition of their
support, they have
joined the Campaign
Chairman Circles,
ten recognition
levels honoring the
first ten chapters
of Alpha Sigma Phi.
These ten chapters
were the basis for
the Fraternity we all
know and love today,
much as the men in
these circles will
be the basis for
our future.

Home of our Alpha chapter. This is where
three men had the bold idea to create a
new fraternity which has evolved into our
beloved Old Gal.

CAMBRI DGE CI RCLE | $500,000 - $999,999

Home of our Beta chapter. Cambridge is
significant not only as our first expansion
outside of Yale; but as the only chapter with
no membership roster history.

AMHERST CI RCLE | $250,000 - $499,999
Home of our Gamma chapter. Amherst
is home to the only designation that
represents two chapters, at Amherst
College, which was a casualty of the
Civil War, and the University of
Massachusetts.

MARI ET TA CI RCLE | $100,000 - $249,999

CIRCLES OF GIVING

Anniversary of Alpha

N EW HAVEN CI RCLE | $1,000,000+

Home of our Delta chapter. The chapter is
significant for its contribution to keeping
the Old Gal afloat for a period when it was
our the only active chapter with only one
member.

DELAWARE CI RCLE | $50,000 - $99,999

Home of our Epsilon chapter. Delaware is
significant for housing the fraternity’s
Headquarters from 1946 to 1992 before
relocating to Indianapolis.

COLUMBUS CI RCLE | $30,000 - $49,999

Home to our Zeta Chapter. Columbus has
hosted Conventions of the Fraternity in
1911, 1923, 1983, 1988 and 2004.

CHAMPAI GN CI RCLE | $15,000 - $29,999

Home of our Eta chapter. Champaign is
home to the largest population of Greek
students in the country and has been the
collegiate home to many successful
brothers.

AN N ARBOR CIRCLE | $10,000 - $14,999

Home of our Theta chapter. Brother William
Mullendore served as one of the initial and
longest serving members of the Memorial
Fund (now the Alpha Sigma Phi Foundation).

I T HACA CI RCLE | $5,000 - $9,999

Home of our Iota chapter. Ithaca is home to
Alpha Sigma Phi’s longest serving chapter
house at Rockledge. It has been home to
members of Alpha Sigma Phi for over 115
years.

MADI SON CI RCLE | $1,000 - $4,999

Home of our Kappa chapter. The chapter
brought us Brother George Worthington
who served for 20 years as Chairman of the
Extension Committee and was integral in
guiding us through a period of great growth.
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CAMPAIGN TBTM
THE

CAMB R ID G E CIR CL E
Stan Thurston, Iowa State
Anonymous
AMH ER S T CIR CLE
John Gibson, Indiana
Anonymous
MARIET TA CIR CLE
Edward Leedom, Bowling Green
Carl Allendorf, Carnegie Mellon
Bryan Proctor, Grand Valley
Thomas Brown, Indiana
Marvin Chapman, Michigan
Christopher Musbach, Ohio Wesleyan
E.G. Lassiter, Presbyterian
John Maxel, Trine
David Miller, Tufts
Robert Kutz, UC-Berkeley
Kevin Garvey, Westminster
DE LAWA R E CIR CLE
Francis Morgan, Jr., American
Alfred Wise, Baldwin Wallace
John Tilden, Binghamton
Glenn Sipes, Cincinnati
Evan Geiselhart, Illinois
Gregory Kroencke, Illinois
Steven Zizzo, Illinois
James McMahon, Illinois Tech
Ronald Fischer, Indiana
Thomas Hinkley, Indiana
J. Gary Fitzgerald, Marietta
Jeffrey Hoffman, Member-at-Large
John Puffer, Michigan
William Haffner, Ohio Wesleyan
Ronald Graham, Oklahoma
William Doyle, Penn State
Wally Dant, III, Purdue
James McCornock, Purdue
Robert Sheehan, Jr., Westminster
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COLU MB US CIR CLE
Gordy Heminger, Bowling Green
Rodney Rusk, Central Michigan
David Yonenson, Maryland
James Vanek, Michigan
Kip Roberts, Jr., Murray State
Kenneth Parsons, Ohio State
Eric Allen, Purdue
William Smith, Purdue
Robert Braun, Toledo
John Anderson, Trine
26

Don or s a r e i n ord er a l p h a beti c a l l y by c ol l eg e/ u n i ver s ity.

C H AM PAI GN CIRCLE
Ronald Merrell, Alabama
Matthew Humberger, Bowling Green
Matthew Maurer, Bowling Green
William Christ, Davis & Elkins
Frederick (Chip) Taylor, Oklahoma
Richard Dexter, Oregon State
Ronald Lang, Pennsylvania
Keith Myers, Purdue
Bill White, Purdue
Mark Williams, Rio Grande
Harris Rotman, Rutgers
Donald Forslund, Stevens Tech
Brian Thomas, UC-Berkeley
Lloyd Campbell, UCLA
David Gatzke, UCLA
Aaron Bullock, Wake Forest

AN N ARBOR CIRCLE
Brent Bowers, Capital
Richard Myers, Capital
Daniel Mills, Clemson
J. William Ahern, Illinois
James Carney, Illinois
Peter Fuss, Michigan
John Showerman, Northern Michigan
Daniel Duncan, II, Ohio State
David Chenoweth, Ohio Wesleyan
Richard Gibbs, Oklahoma
Michael Waters, Oregon St.
Conor Moran, Penn State
Byron Hughes, Salisbury
Richard Bricker, Toledo
Bronson Funke, Trine
Douglas Burr, Westminster
Thomas Ritter, Westminster
Stuart Spisak, Westminster
I T H AC A CIRCLE
Matthew Redell, Albright
John Irons, Jr., Baldwin Wallace
Joshua Orendi, Bethany
Seth Melchor, Bowling Green
Kyle Fowler, Capital
Jonathan Lucas, Capital
Steven Latour, Central Michigan
Chase (Enzo) Pivirotto, Chico State
David Roux, Clemson
Jordan Naft, Delaware
John Govan, Grand Valley
Barry Olson, Grand Valley
Scott Woodfill, Grand Valley
Charles Given, Illinois
John Chaney, Indiana
Jeffrey Fischer, Indiana
Jason Farmer, Iowa State
Geoffrey Grimes, Iowa State
Bruce Krahmer, Iowa State
Robert Abel, Lehigh
John Miller, Lindenwood
Matthew Henry, Lock Haven
Joshua Curry, Marshall

Christopher Thompson, Massachusetts
Andrew Lebo, McDaniel
Steven Wuchnick, Miami, OH
Jason Nolen-Doerr, Murray State
Richard Dyer, NC State
Andrew Nolan, NJIT
Sam Harris, Oakland/Wayne State
Norwood Band, Jr., Ohio Wesleyan
Jeremy Horne, Ohio Wesleyan
Matthew Kear, Ohio Wesleyan
Geoffrey Grissom, Oklahoma
John Kramb, Oklahoma
Steve Trolinger, Oklahoma
Jacob Gamble, Oregon St.
Jeremy White, Presbyterian
Robert Snow, Purdue
Charles McNeill, Salem State
Andrew Felbinger, Seton Hall
Hieu Trinh, Stevens Tech
Edward Lenane, SUNY Plattsburgh
Garrett Riegg, UC-Berkeley
Jack Courtney, UCLA
Henry Bassett, Wake Forest
Frederick Armstrong, Washington
Mark Still, Washington
MADISON CIRCLE
David Copeland, Alabama
William Turner, Alabama
Matthew Palmiere, Albright
Jeffrey Schwind, Albright
Nikolas Gelo, Arizona
Chaz Glick, Augusta
Kenneth Holley, Augusta
James Chapman, Baldwin Wallace
Colin Cunningham, Baldwin Wallace
Vincent Milner, Baldwin Wallace
Richard Schnaterbeck, Baldwin Wallace
Allan Swanson, Baldwin Wallace
Arthur Keys, Jr., Bethany
Arthur Read, II, Bethany
Matthew Dobransky, Bowling Green
Michael Finelli, Bowling Green
Jay Grothause, Bowling Green
David Kreienkamp, Bowling Green
Richard Parmenter, Bowling Green
Rodney Rupp, Bowling Green
Joseph Zimmerman, Bowling Green
James Carlson, Capital
Martin Nyenty-Arrey, Capital
Philip Farr, Carnagie Mellon
Tracee Senter, Central Michigan
Nicholas Stepaniak, Central Michigan
Layton Piver, Chico State
Nathan Welshons, Chico State
Glenn Abel, Cincinnati
Neil Robinson, Clemson
Gerald Stoltz, Clemson
Dwight Emanuelson, Cornell
Robert Baker, Davis & Elkins
LTC Michael Dakes, Davis & Elkins
James Fritz, Davis & Elkins

CONTRIBUTORS
AS OF JUNE 2019

Robert Gregory, Davis & Elkins
Anthony Kossiakoff, Davis & Elkins
David Kubichek, Davis & Elkins
Stewart MacSherry, Davis & Elkins
Raymond Naudain, Davis & Elkins
Eugene Renner, Davis & Elkins
Richard Seybolt, Davis & Elkins
Patrick Cogley, Findlay
Marho Eradiri, George Mason
Andrew Hallacy, Georgia Tech
Thomas Coy, Grand Valley
Ryan Kaiser, Grand Valley
Drew MacColman, Grand Valley
Matthew Mattson, Grand Valley
Nicholas Schreiber, Grand Valley
Geoffrey McDonald, Hartwick
Michael Crowley, Illinois Tech
Yung Kim, Illinois Tech
Christopher Lee, Illinois Tech
Robert Nocek, Illinois Tech
Gary Vajda, Illinois Tech
Thomas Wajnert, Illinois Tech
Michael Wargel, Jr., Illinois Tech
Thomas Davis, Illinois
Will Geiselhart, Illinois
John Marlott, Illinois
Paul Wieland, Illinois
Dan Egler, Indiana
Brian Jump, Indiana
Kenneth Rogers, Indiana
Richard Boettcher, Iowa State
Jon Crumpton, Iowa State
Timm Davis, Iowa State
Richard Hall, Iowa State
Joe Kerr, Iowa State
Wesley Owen, Iowa State
Kyle Pedersen, Iowa State
Charles Walker, Iowa State
Jack Wharton, Iowa State
Brian Judge, Lawrence Tech
Brandon LaCourciere, Lawrence Tech
Robert Look, Lawrence Tech
Philip Blythe, Lehigh
Patrick Dempsey, Lehigh
Keith Jasin, Lindenwood
Kenneth Aman, Marietta
Kenneth Eickhoff, Marietta
Dean Haine, Marietta
William Hazlett, Marietta
Denny Smail, Marietta
Dale Wartluft, Marietta
Don Blevins, Marshall
Leonardo Geraci, McDaniel
Jonathan Burns, Member-at-Large
Ryan Bakita, Miami, OH
Tyler Gau, Miami, OH
Samuel Ragan, Miami, OH
Jeffrey Chandler, Michigan
John Curtin, Michigan
Michael Gnewkowski, Michigan
Gary Grochowski, Michigan
Roger Park, Michigan

Robert Ruhl, Michigan
Scott Schwartz, Michigan
Waldo Sturm, Michigan
Kenneth Mitchell, Michigan State
C. Jack Winquist, Michigan State
John Blake, Milton
Richard Rice, Missouri Valley
James Lane, Murray State
Carlton Matthews, Murray State
Brian Moorman, Murray State
James Rhodes, Murray State
Michael Young, Murray State
Hal Amos, NC State
Narinder Mall, Nevada
Samir Hafiz, Alpha Sigma Phi Staff
Danny Miller, Alpha Sigma Phi Staff
Mark Scher, Non Member
L. Gale Wilkerson, Non Member
Aaron Cisco, Northwood
Antonino Ruggirello, Northwood
Greg Ghirardi, Ohio State & Akron
Robert Golaszewski, Ohio State
Austin Daniels, Ohio Wesleyan
Scott Gallagher, Ohio Wesleyan
Donald Reiter, Ohio Wesleyan
Larry Spees, Ohio Wesleyan
Drew Thawley, Ohio Wesleyan
Richard Ritter, Ohio Wesleyan & Toledo
Jerome Miles, Oklahoma
H.W. Dub Peace, Oklahoma
Terry Womack, Oklahoma
Michael Boundy, Oregon State
Stephen Headley, Oregon State
Robert Kincheloe, Oregon State
Richard Middlekauff, Oregon State
Luther Campbell, Pennsylvania
Donald Gant, Pennsylvania
David Reader, Pennsylvania
Donald Schweikert, Pennsylvania
Edmund Hamburger, NYU Poly
Hugh Coleman, III, Presbyterian
Arthur Driscoll-Miller, Presbyterian
James Sain, Presbyterian
Jeffrey Stevenson, Presbyterian
David Howard, Purdue
Carl Hudson, Purdue
Stan Miller, Purdue
M. David Monroe, Purdue
Donald Morgan, Purdue
Charles Schmidt, Purdue
Bernard Schulz, Radford
Michael Blasi, Rutgers
Richard Kahler, Rutgers
Sam Patel, Rutgers
Lawrence Phillips, Rutgers
Louis Soscia, Rutgers
William Swyer, Rutgers
Richard Deale, Salisbury
John Ridenour, Jr., Salisbury
Jason Zavaleta, SF State
Anthony Angelella, Seton Hall
T.J. Brennan, Seton Hall

Christian Warneke, Seton Hall
Daniel Carmichael, Sonoma State
Benjamin Cabrera, South Florida
Victor Cimino, South Florida
Philip Sorette, SUNY Plattsburgh
Frederick Brown, Jr., Toledo
Stephen Drake, Toledo
Lynn Fruth, Toledo
William Weber, Jr., Toledo
Timothy Adams, Trine
John Alexander, Trine
Ted Kaufman, Trine
Paul Ruegamer, Trine
Brandon Snell, Trine
Eugene Tierney, Trine
Donald Tyler, Trine
Timothy Gullicksen, UC Berkeley
Chinh Pham, UC Berkeley
Donald Durward, UCLA
Brian Lillie, UCLA
David Bernheim, UNC Charlotte
Robert Burke, UNC Charlotte
Rick Buss, UNC Charlotte
Michael Cacossa, UNC Charlotte
David Cranford, UNC Charlotte
Andrew Davis, UNC Charlotte
Susan Dixon, UNC Charlotte
William Goldstein, UNC Charlotte
Donald Green, UNC Charlotte
Neil Hiegel, UNC Charlotte
Lawrence Kuhn, UNC Charlotte
Evan Lambeth, UNC Charlotte
Justin LaRoche, UNC Charlotte
Peter Larsen, Jr., UNC Charlotte
Christopher Palic, UNC Charlotte
Tam Pham, UNC Charlotte
Michael Post, UNC Charlotte
Landon Rooker, UNC Charlotte
John Snelsire, UNC Charlotte
Sean Toohey, UNC Charlotte
Steven Wangerin, UNC Charlotte
Matthew Wohlfarth, UNC Charlotte
Jordan Holthaus, UW Whitewater
Weldon Campbell, Jr., Wake Forest
G. Henry Koether, Wake Forest
Robert Strecker, Washington
James Leonard, Wayne State
Mark Allston, Westminster
Robert Gardner, Westminster
John Joslin, Westminster
Richard McKenna, Westminster
David Schneckenburger, Westminster
Robert Sexton, Westminster
J. Patrick Sheehan, Westminster
Peter Slonaker, Westminster
Philip Tack, Westminster
Warren Watkins, Westminster
Stuart Klein, Widener
Thomas Stroffolino, William Paterson
Tim Skrinak, Wright State
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K EN R O G ER S | I ND I ANA UNIVERSIT Y 1976

DONOR FEATURE
Ken Rogers, Indiana ’76, has only just begun donating to Alpha Sigma Phi. He was
only active as an undergraduate member for about a year before dropping out of
school his sophomore year. He’d be the first to admit he hasn’t been a fully engaged
brother of the Fraternity.
So, what brought him back into the fold of Alpha Sigma Phi?
Brother Rogers was approached a few years ago by one of Alpha Sigma Phi’s
advancement officers about sitting down and having a conversation about the
direction of the Fraternity.
“I agreed to meet and listen to (what they had to
say),” he said. “As our conversation was ending,
I asked about where Alpha Sigma Phi stood on
the LGBTQ community.”
Brother Rogers was not open about his sexuality
in college or as an undergraduate member of the
Old Gal. In fact, he assumed a fraternity would
not extend a bid to an openly gay man.
“Once I heard the Fraternity’s stance, I signed up
to donate on a monthly basis,” Rogers said.
Alpha Sigma Phi recently established the Alpha
Sigma Phi Pride Scholarship Fund to finanically
aid brothers who are gay, bisexual or transgendered. In addition to his monthly
pledge, Brother Rogers began donating to this fund this summer.
After his time in college, Brother Rogers was an elected Precinct Executive for the Democratic Party in Cincinnati and I
was on the Board of Directors for Stonewall Cincinnati, a political action and human rights organization. He then pursued
and obtained his Bachelor’s Degree in History at the University of Cincinnati and later received his Master’s Degree in
Public Administration.
“I believe that the principles that the Fraternity puts forth, To Better the Man,
has been key in my life after college,” Rogers said. “Our Values of Silence,
Charity, Purity, Honor and Patriotism continue in me and need to be
continued in the next generation of Alpha Sigs.”
Brother Rogers hopes his contributions to the Fraternity supports a central
idea of inclusion for brothers of all races, religions and sexual orientations.
“I want all people to be respected and viewed for who they are and not
necessarily what they are,” he said. “We will reach the Pinnacle when all
brothers are there to help us achieve this goal throughout our life.”
And as the 175th Annivesary Celebration kicks off, Brother Rogers wants
to play his role in supporting our undergraduate men in the generations to
come.
“I hope that my commitment, and the commitment of other brothers within
the Old Gal, will ensure the continued success of Alpha Sigma Phi for the
next 175 years.”
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VOLUNTEER FEATURE
by Brandon Carta, Keene State '12
Brother Malace was appointed
the Grand Chapter Advisor
for the Zeta Zeta Chaper at
Northwood in June 2018. He is
a 2012 initiate of the Zeta Zeta
Chapter and is also involved as
VP of the alumni association.
He is a young alumnus who
gives his time and treasure.

Larry Malace, Northwood ’12, was recently appointed as the Grand Chapter Advisor to the
Northwood University Chapter. Larry’s primary motivating factor for volunteering for the Old Gal is that
he can help current brothers find connections to various career paths. Outside of helping students
network and find careers, Larry has a vested interest in being able to go to his chapter in 30 years to
watch what he and other brothers have built.
Although most of his family belonged to a Greek-letter organization, Larry went to college not wanting
to join a fraternity. It wasn’t until he spoke with his father about the opportunity that he was convinced
he needed to give it a chance. He decided to join Alpha Sigma Phi because they were the most
professional and goal-orientated group of men on his campus. As a member, Brother Malace found
himself in the position to be a founding father and played a central part in helping his chapter earn a
charter in 2012. During his tenure, he served as the chapter’s marshall, vice president and president.
Since graduating, he has served as the Grand Chapter Council vice president as well as the vice
president of the Alumni Board.
As a current volunteer, Brother Malace appreciated being part of something bigger and enjoyed helping
college men becoming better men. One reason why Larry has been so successful as a volunteer is
his ability to make connections with the brothers in his chapter. He has a personal relationship with the
one-hundred brothers who have been initiated over the past seven years. In each of these relationships,
Larry points out that students today are optimistic and ready to change the world.
Overall, Larry is excited to be apart of a fraternity when it is growing and thriving. His one piece of
advice to brothers who are on the fence about volunteering is to “dive head first into an opportunity so
that you can help future undergraduate students and to meet other alumni from around the country.” n
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WORD SEARCH

Locate the words provided in the word bank.

ALUMN I
AN N I VERSARY
BROT HERS
CARDI N AL
CELEBRAT I O N
CHAPT ER
CHARI T Y
CLVEN
HI STORY
SI LEN CE
SON GS
STON E
TOMAHAWK
T RADI T I ON

SUDOKU

Fill the 9×9 grid with digits in such a way that each column,
each row and each of the nine 3×3 grids contains all of the
digits from 1 to 9.

ASK EVIN
Q:

So, in the basement of our chapter house I found a box of old
issues of The Tomahawk magazine -- really enjoyed reading about Alpha
Sigma Phi 30 years ago – and wondered how did we settle on that name
for the magazine?
– A brother who likes to read.

A:

Evin C. Varner, Presbyterian
’58, Delta Beta Xi ’76,

Omega ’85, was editor of
The Tomahawk for nearly
a decade and a longtime
volunteer. He was a fount
of knowledge about our
Fraternity, possessed a
wicked sense of humor and
made everyone around him
feel special. This column is a
tribute to him.

Reading on a medium like paper is one of my favorite pursuits, especially
after staring at digital screens all day. Just thinking about it makes we want to dig
out my old Remington manual typewriter, order a spool ribbon from eBay and
pound out an answer for you. (But my laptop will do just fine.)
The Yale Tomahawk made its first appearance on campus in 1847 in retaliation for
an attack on Alpha Sigma Phi by its rival sophomore society Kappa Sigma Theta
in their 1846 publication,The Yale Banger. One thinks the publication’s creators
considered the tomahawk a weapon more noble and effective than a cudgel with
which all one can do is bang.
In fact, in Alpha Sigma Phi’s opening salvo stated that its rival was soon to expire,
expect that no Kappa Sigma Theta member was educated enough to write the
funeral oration. That’s Gucci.
Much to the chagrin of Yale’s faculty both papers hurled insults, fortunately not
tomahawks or ‘bangers’, until 1852 when the administration expelled the editor
and contributors of The Yale Tomahawk, likely with a hearty “fugite in malam
crucem!”
Kappa Sigma Theta bit the dust in 1858 and Alpha Sigma Phi operated sub rosa
(like all the Latin, you scholars out there?) on the Yale campus as Delta Beta Xi.
With our Second Founding in 1906 and subsequent transition into a truly national
fraternity, The Tomahawk of Alpha Sigma Phi was revived in 1909 and has
published continuously since. All that makes what you are holding in your hands
the oldest fraternity publication. And for you trivia buffs, our 1847 publishing date
precedes that of The New York Times which didn’t see its first broadsheet until
September 18, 1851.
Keep reading, Brother. Keep reading. n
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CHARTERING
UPDATE

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE MEN OF OUR NEWEST CHAPTERS
Nine provisional chapters became a chapter of Alpha Sigma Phi
during the 2018-19 academic year. If you would like to make a
gift to one of these nine chapters in honor of their chartering,
please visit donate.alphasigmaphi.org.

THE FOLLOWING CHARTERING CEREMONIES TOOK PLACE IN FALL 2018
ETA ZETA | central arkansas
CHARTERED ON: September 8, 2018
LOCATION: McCastlain Hall, East Commons Ballroom
STAFF: Logan Ishimine, Arizona ’14
KEYNOTE/INSTALL: Aaron Bullock, Wake Forest ’09
PRESIDENT: Carl Ratliff, Central Arkansas ’16

IOTA THETA | east tennessee state
CHARTERED ON: September 22, 2018
LOCATION: Carnegie Hotel
STAFF: Chase Stewart, Marshall ’12
KEYNOTE/INSTALL: Tristin Sweeney, NC State ’15
PRESIDENT: Jordan Rowe, East Tennessee State ’17

ALPHA ALPHA | oklahoma
RE-CHARTERED ON: September 23, 2018
LOCATION: Oklahoma Memorial Union
STAFF: Max Nelson, Iowa State ’12
KEYNOTE/INSTALL: Scott Grissom, Oklahoma ’78
PRESIDENT: Caleb Knox, Oklahoma ’15

IOTA IOTA | north dakota
CHARTERED ON: October 20, 2018
LOCATION: Banquets at the Boardwalk
STAFF: Mike Carlo, Illinois State ’13
KEYNOTE/INSTALL: Mike Carlo, Illinois State ’13
PRESIDENT: Nicolas Britton, North Dakota ’17
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THE FOLLOWING CHARTERING CEREMONIES TOOK PLACE IN SPRING 2019
THETA PI | kansas
CHARTERED ON: March 2, 2019
LOCATION: Union Ballroom
STAFF: Chase Stewart, Marshall ’12
KEYNOTE/INSTALL: Carlos Cantu, Elmhurst ’15
PRESIDENT: Ryan Jones, Kansas ’17

DELTA PSI | middle tennessee state
RE-CHARTERED ON: April 13, 2019
LOCATION: The Maple Room
STAFF: Chase Stewart, Marshall ’12
KEYNOTE/INSTALL: Mike Young, Murray State ’94
PRESIDENT: Jose Torres, Middle Tennessee State ’16

IOTA GAMMA | boston
CHARTERED ON: April 26, 2019
LOCATION: The Courtyard by Marriott Boston
STAFF: Danny Miller, Alpha Epsilon Pi
KEYNOTE/INSTALL: Jason Nolen-Doerr, Murray State ’05
PRESIDENT: Abhimanyu Natarajan, Boston ’17

ETA IOTA | western carolina
CHARTERED ON: April 27, 2019
LOCATION: Blue Ridge Residence Hall
STAFF: Nick Miller, Illinois State ’15
KEYNOTE/INSTALL: Rodney Rusk, Central Michigan ’93
PRESIDENT: Adam Urbaniuk, Western Carolina ’17

IOTA ETA | toronto
CHARTERED ON: April 27, 2019
LOCATION: Picasso on Richmond
STAFF: David Eron, UNC-Asheville ’15
KEYNOTE/INSTALL: Tabatha Sarco, Alpha Delta Pi
PRESIDENT: Tyler McDermott Toronto ’17

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT ALPHASIGMAPHI.ORG
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ALPHA SIGS ON
SOCIAL MEDIA

Join the conversation today by following all of
Alpha Sigma Phi’s social media accounts!

@alphasigs

ETA XI (UC-COLORADO SPRINGS)

THETA THETA (OREGON)

ETA (ILLINOIS)
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/a lphasigmaphi

ETA XI (UC-COLORADO SPRINGS)
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@alphasigs

To follow your chapter on Instagram or Twitter, please visit alphasigmaphi.org/chapter-social-media.

THETA THETA (OREGON)

IOTA NU (UNLV)

THETA IOTA (TEXAS STATE)

PI (COLORADO)

ZETA OMICRON (SOUTH FLORIDA)

ALPHA MU (BALDWIN WALLACE)
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NEWS
& NOTES
2018 DISTINGUISHED MERIT RECIPIENT COLLECTS HIS AWARD
Brother Charles Scarminach, Buffalo ’63, was the 2018 recipient of the
Distinguished Merit Award announced at the Cardinal & Stone Awards
Banquet on July 8, 2018. Because he was unable to be in attendance at
the banquet, Matt Humberger, Bowling Green ’03, made a trip to Brother
Scarminach’s home in South Carolina in February to present him with
the award. Charles is among a handful of pioneers who helped shape
modern-day Hilton Head Island. Brother Scarminach’s practice area is in
corporate and business law and, in addition, has an extensive practice
in the area of real estate transactions, community development and land
use covenant law. He served as Chairman of the Board of Hilton Head
Preparatory School from 1984 to 1993 and has been on the Board of
Directors of the Hilton Head Island Chamber of Commerce and the Greater
Island Committee. He is currently a member of the Board of Directors of the
Community Foundation of the Low Country. He is also active in youth sports,
coaching soccer, football and baseball for many years. In 1987, Brother
Scarminach was included among the lawyers listed in the 1987 edition
of The Best Lawyers in America by Steven Naifeh and Gregory W. Smith.

COLUMBUS ALUMNI EVENTS TAKE OFF

Alpha Sigma Phi introduced Regional Alumni Ambassadors a
couple of years ago in an effort to re-connect alumni in major
cities, regardless of what chapter they were initiated. A number
of events have taken place from all over the country, including
multiple in Columbus, Ohio. This spring, the Columbus RAA hosted
two events for their area alumni. The Columbus Regional Alumni
Ambassadors hosted nearly 30 alumni brothers and guests in
early February for a happy hour. Brothers who attended shared in
great conversation and brotherhood. Since their February event,
the Columbus Regional Alumni Ambassadors hosted another
happy hour and are planning even more outings for the summer
and fall. To get involved in your area’s alumni gatherings, email
Jeremy Ried at jried@alphasigmaphi.org.

UPDATED OMEGA CHAPTER LISTING NOW AVAILABLE
Alpha Sigma Phi has updated its Omega Chapter Listing as of June 2019. It can be
found at alphasigmaphi.org/omega-chapter. If you’re aware of an unlisted brother,
please let us know by emailing tbtm@alphasigmaphi.org.
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Save the Date
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